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Abstract
Wepresent and discuss perspectives of current developments on advanced quantumoptical circuits
monolithically integrated in the lithiumniobate platform. A set of basic components comprising
photon pair sources based on parametric down conversion (PDC), passive routing elements and active
electro-optically controllable switches and polarisation converters are building blocks of a toolbox
which is the basis for a broad range of diverse quantumcircuits.We review the state-of-the-art of these
components and providemodels that properly describe their performance in quantum circuits. As an
example for applications of thesemodels we discuss design issues for a circuit providing on-chip two-
photon interference. The circuit comprises a PDC section for photon pair generation followed by an
actively controllablemodifiedmach–Zehnder structure for observingHong–Ou–Mandel interfer-
ence. The performance of such a chip is simulated theoretically by taking even imperfections of the
properties of the individual components into account.

1. Introduction

Recent research on quantum communication and information processing (QCIP) has proven that quantum
mechanical effects can be applied to overcome classical performance limitations in the fields of communication
security,metrology and computation. Future practical development ofQCIPwill strongly rely on the
development ofminiaturised and reliable optical components. Over the past several years complex integrated
photonic circuits have already been demonstrated, which, for example, allow for the realisation of on-chip two-
photon interference, CNOT-gates and path-entangled states of two photons [1], multi-photon quantum
interference [2], the simulation of quantumBoson sampling [3] and quantumwalk systems [4, 5]. These works
have demonstrated the benefits of integrated solutions [6, 7] over bulk optical approaches in terms of stability,
scalability, connectability and reproducibility. In addition, due to its on-chip nature and controllable capability,
theminiaturised optical system represents a significant step forward for achieving integrated all-optical
communication and optical computing systems.

However, the development of compact quantumoptical circuits usingwaveguide components is still at a
very early stage. The essential building blocks of such circuits are photon sources, passive and active elements to
route andmanipulate the photons and—in the ideal case—even single photon detectors. All these components
with good performance properties have been demonstrated as single devices, butwere realised in different
materials. Thus, nowadays it is still an open questionwhichmaterial platform is best suited for the integration of
larger advanced quantum circuits [8].

LiNbO3 is an attractive candidate serving as a platform for the development of advanced integrated quantum
circuits. Besides its outstanding electro-optic, acousto-optic and nonlinear optical properties [9, 10], mature and
reliable waveguide fabrication techniques, e.g., by the indiffusion of titanium, exist, which is a basic prerequisite.
On-chip generation andmanipulation of qubits can harness the strong 2c( )-nonlinearity which can be
specifically tailored by exploiting quasi-phase-matching in periodically-poled waveguides [11]. For instance,
photon pairs can be generated efficiently via parametric down-conversion (PDC). The exploitation of the
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versatile electro-optic properties of LiNbO3 enables themanipulation of qubits (e.g. phase, polarisation, etc)
with bandwidths up to several GHz.However, the full potential of LiNbO3 has not yet been completely
exploited. Various groups have demonstrated the photon-pair generation using type I or type II phase-matching
in different configurations and different wavelength ranges [12–25], but little work has been done in establishing
a framework, which combines several nonlinear and active devices in particular for including electro-optic
functionality inmore complex structures.

Towards amore complex integration a few examples have recently been demonstrated; reviews can be found
in [6, 26]. For example in [27] an efficient source of heralded single photons using non-degenerate PDC followed
by a passive directional coupler acting as wavelength selective splitter has been demonstrated.More advanced
quantum circuits are a quantum relay chip [28] and a circuit for the on-chip generation andmanipulation of
entangled photons [29], both of these examples already include active electrooptic components [30, 31].

In this paper, we discuss design issues of advanced integrated quantum circuits in LiNbO3with a focus on
multiple functionalities in amulti-channel structures, which include passive components as well as sources and
active electrooptic devices.We start with a review of the operational principles and the state-of-the-art of the
elementary building blocks which are required for such circuits. For each of these components we present a
model for a quantumoptical descriptionwhich allows also to take into account possible imperfections and
phase-matching conditions. As an examplewe discuss the possibility of an on-chip two-photon interference
circuit comprising a PDC stage for photon pair generation followed by an actively controllablemodifiedMach–
Zehnder structure forHong–Ou–Mandel (HOM) interference.

2. Functional elements for quantum circuits

In the past decades, amultitude of integrated optical devices in LiNbO3 have been developed and demonstrated
[32, 35]. In particular, electro-opticmodulators have become successful commercial products, which are
dedicated for classical applications in telecommunications. However, all of these devices are typically
implemented as separate standalone devices and are not combined in a singlemulti-channel structure with
multiple functionalities. Our vision is to benefit from these existing experiences and adapt them to the
challenging demands required for existing quantumoptical applications, which rely on several distinct
components on a single chip. A prerequisite for the development of advanced integrated quantum circuits in
LiNbO3 is a profound understanding and optimisation of the individual components forming such circuits.

The basis for the development of such devices is a reliable waveguide technology. Twomaturewaveguide
fabrication techniques exists for integrated optical devices in LiNbO3: proton-exchange andTi-indiffusion [32].
Both techniques enable the fabrication of single-modewaveguides with low losses (<0.1 dB cm−1). However,
only the Ti-indiffusion technique provides guiding of waves in both orthogonal polarisations (TE andTMorH
andV).

Besides these renownedwaveguide fabrication techniques, in the past two decades ridge typewaveguides
[36–38] in (periodically poled) LiNbO3 have also attracted a lot of attention because such ridge guides show less
sensitivity to photo-refraction and, thus, can be operated at higher optical power levels without degradation due
to ‘optical damage’. In a first process step, planar waveguides are fabricated either bywafer bonding (doped)
LiNbO3 on undoped LN [36] or LiTaO3 [38] or by a planar proton exchange [37]. Subsequently, ridges are
formed either by diamond blade dicing [36, 37] or dry etching [38]. Although the performance of nonlinear
optical devices achievedwith such ridgewaveguides is impressive, there are several drawbacks for implementing
them into advanced circuits: ridge structures fabricated by dicing techniques are limited to straight guides, i.e.
the implementation of curved bendings, which is definitely necessary for complex circuits, is hardly compatible
with this fabricationmethod.Moreover, the non-planar surface after waveguide fabrication severely
complicates subsequent fabrication steps like, for instance, the deposition of electrodes for electro-optic devices.

For the reasonsmentioned above, we believe that the Ti-indiffusion technique is the preferred one, in
particular, if polarisation qubits are exploitedwhich require waveguiding for both polarisations. Therefore, we
restrict the discussion to devices compatible with the Ti-indiffusion technology. In the followingwewill discuss
the design of different functional blocks to build up integrated quantumphotonic devices forming a toolbox for
application specific quantum circuits. In order to estimate the feasibility of combining different components to a
complex circuitry in a practical system, we present the classical characterisation of theses elements which serve as
reference points for the evaluation of needed accuracies. The toolbox contains elements to generate and convert
single photons or photon pairs via 2c( )-based nonlinear interactions, truly passive elements to route photons
on-chip and electro-optic actively controllable elements for switching and polarisation conversion. In the
followingwe discuss in detail the specific features of these different categories.
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2.1. Passive routing
We start our description of the toolbox for the LiNbO3 circuits with passive routing devices. The operating
principle of these components is universal for all integrated platforms, but the specific experimental parameters
of thematerials define the specific guiding properties of TE andTMpolarisations, which in turn define
achievable performance parameters of an overall structure. Directional couplers are the basic elements for the
routing and splitting of the biphoton states. Such structures comprise a coupling region consisting of two closely
adjacent waveguides inwhich a power exchange between these guides is possible. A proper design of this
coupling region enables specific functionalities of the directional couplers. Infigure 1 some examples are
sketched.

To achieve the desired functionality the specific geometries of a distinct structure has to be determined. This
includes the size of thewaveguides, the separation of thewaveguides in the coupling region, the length of the
coupling region and the coupling in the branching regions. Severalmodelling tools for such directional couplers
are available.

In the local normalmode description [46], the overall coupler is treated as a single waveguide with changing
dimensions along the propagation direction. At least two eigenmodes—a symmetric and an antisymmetric—are
guided in this structure. Launching awave into one input port of the directional coupler will excite the two
eigenmodeswith equal amplitude. Assuming that all dimensional changes along the coupler structure are
adiabatic, there is no coupling, i.e. power exchange, between these eigenmodes. But the propagation constants of
the eigenmodes along the structuremay vary. The power splitting at the output of the coupler is a result of the
interference of the two eigenmodes at the end of the structure. If the accumulated phase-difference between the
even and odd eigenmodes is an evenmultiple ofπ, the power is routed to the bar-state output. For an odd
multiple ofπ the power is coupled into the cross-state output.

In LiNbO3 various types of directional couplers for different applications have been studied (see e.g. [32]).
An example of the splitting performance of a directional coupler, whichwas designed to operate as a polarisation
splitter is shown in figure 2. The coupler consists of a central section, inwhich the two incomingwaveguides are
merged to a single onewith doubledwidth, i.e. there is no gap between thewaveguides anymore (zero-gap
coupler). The separation of thewaveguides in the branching regions is done via inclined straight waveguides.
The branching angle and the length of the central coupling regionwas designed using the local normalmode
method described above. The accumulated phase-difference of the eigenmodes is 2p for TE-polarisedwaves
and 3p for TM-polarisation. Thus, TEwaves are routed to the bar-state output andTM-waves to the cross-state
output.

In order obtain realistic estimates for themanufacturability of experimental of LiNbO3 circuits with realistic
marginswe fabricated such structures with a certain variation of the central section length. The splitting ratio is
defined as the ratio of the power in the unwanted port to the sumof the powers in both output ports. Infigure 2
themeasured splitting ratios for TE andTMare shown. It can be seen that the device really works as polarisation
splitter if the central section length is about 500μm.But the best splitting ratios for TE andTMoccur at slightly
different central section lengths. The optimum for TE is achievedwith L 450 mc m» whereas the ideal coupling
for TM is at L 530 mc m» . However, evenwith L 500 mc m» a polarisation splitting better than 17 dB for both
polarisations is obtained.

Figure 1.Basic structure of the directional couplerwith zero gap and large gap acting as integrated polarisation and/or power splitter
andwavelengthmultiplexer.
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Todescribe the propagation of a biphoton state through such a polarisation splitter a unitary transformation
can be used.We can describe the corresponding transformationmatrix of the PBS element in the basis
a a a a, , ,H s i V s i H s i V s i1 , 1 , 2 , 2 ,w w w w{ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )}† † † † , where the index 1, 2{ }denotes the channel number and H V,{ } the
polarisation, by

PBS

i sin 0 cos 0
0 i cos 0 sin

cos 0 i sin 0
0 sin 0 i cos
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b b
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Here, the angleα describes the transformation of the horizontally-polarised photons and the angleβ
corresponds to the vertically-polarised photons. The PBS element works perfect for 2a b p= = and in this
case the horizontally-polarisedmode is transmitted in the upper channel 1 and the vertically-polarisedmode in
the lower channel 2, respectively. Themodelling of the PBSwith the two anglesα andβ as free parameters allows
us to describe different imperfect polarisation splittings for TE andTM.As can be seen from figure 2 the splitting
ratios vary only slowlywithwavelength. Thus, anywavelength dependence of the operation of such splitters on
the biphotonwavefunctions can be neglected as long as the frequencies of the two photons are close to
degeneracy.

As a second passive elementwe consider a beam splitter (BS) andwavelengthmultiplexer, wherewe also
need to take into account fabrication parameters. The beam splitter for power splitting orwavelength
multiplexing is usually obtained by using a directional coupler with a large gap and S-shaped bends consisting of
circular arcs [32]. The central gap separation, bending radius and central section length has to be optimised to
provide the desired purpose. As soon as the coupler is fabricatedwith the designed parameters, its splitting
behaviour isfixed passively. It should be noted that the performance of such couplers with large gap are very
sensitive to fabrication tolerances [33] and also their wavelength dependence ismore critical compared to zero-
gap couplers [34].

For taking imperfections in the different channels of the BS into accountwe introduce two angles θ (for the
upper channel) and ξ (for the lower channel) and define the commonBS transformation by

BS
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2.2. Photon pair sources
As a second important ingredient LiNbO3 quantum circuits offer the possibility to include highly efficient PDC
sources for the generation of photon pairs. The development of telecom compatible, compact and reliable
sources of entangled photons is a prerequisite to pave theway formost quantumoptical experiments, either for
fundamental research or even for a successful implementation of future quantum information technologies into
real world applications. Therefore, the development of rugged and efficient photon (pair) sources to produce

Figure 2.Measured splitting ratios of a typical sample as function of the central section length by using the narrow band laser
1550 nmpl = . Additionally, a sin2-fit function to the data is shown. Please note that the experimental data are shownwith error bars

smaller than symbol size.
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qubits have been developed over the last decades in various contexts. Photon pairs can be generated via PDC
exploiting the 2c( ) nonlinearity of LiNbO3 in awaveguide channel, such that they can be directly incorporated in
complex circuitries with different functionalities (figure 3).

The photon pair generation via PDC is governed by energy conservation and phasematching. The latter one
requires amatching of thewave vector of the pumpphoton kpwith thewave vectors of the generated signal and
idler photon ks i, according to:

k k k
2

, 3p s i
p

= + -
L

( )

whereΛ is the period of the ferroelectric domain grating in the periodically-poled LiNbO3waveguide (PPLN).
Via a proper choice of this poling periodΛ thewavelengths at which phase-matching is fulfilled can be
determined.Of course,Λ isfixed during the fabrication process. However, afine tuning to the desired
wavelength combination is usually possible by exploiting the temperature dependencies of the refractive indices.

Different phase-matched PDCprocesses can be exploited: via a type I phase-matching, extraordinarily
polarised signal and idler photons are created by an extraordinarily (TM/H) polarised pumpphoton. This
process uses the strong d33 nonlinear coefficient of LiNbO3 and, thus, is very effective. However, for a process
close to degeneracy, the spectral bandwidth is very broad (typically some 10 nm). Another option is a type II
phase-matched process, where an ordinarily polarised pump generates a photon pair with orthogonal
polarisation via a nonlinear coupling process which exploits the d31 coefficient. The efficiency of this process is
about d d 4033 31

2 »( ) times smaller, but the spectral bandwidth is alsomuch narrower. Thus, the spectral
densities of both processes are almost equal [17]. As a source of qubits preparation the type II phase-matched
degenerate PDC is inmost cases preferable for implementing quantum circuits on a single platform as it
generates signal and idler photonswith orthogonal polarisations but equal frequencies which can be directly
used to encode the information and to further process it in linear networks.

As an example of a typical PDC source, which is compatible with quantum circuit designs, we analyse the
experimental data for such a source in dependence of the relevant parameters. For a degenerate type II phase-
matched PDCprocess to generate photon pairs in the telecomband poling periods around 9μmare required.
Details are shown in figure 4. The left diagram shows the phase-matchingwavelength for degenerate PDC versus
the sample temperature for various poling periods. Experimental data have been obtained via second harmonic
generation, which is the reverse process to degenerate PDCThemeasured data correspond verywell with the
calculated ones, whichwere obtained using Sellmeier equations for bulk LiNbO3 [39, 40] and by determining the
waveguide dispersion via a simpleGauss–Hermite–Gauss approximation as described in [41]. For afixed poling
period the temperature dependence of the degeneracywavelength is given by 0.14»- nm °C−1.

On the right hand side offigure 4 the phase-matching behaviour as function of thewavelength of the pump,
which is assumed to be amonochromatic wave, is shown. The diagram shows signal and idler versus pump
wavelength, whichwere calculated for afixed poling period of 9.0 mmL = and two different temperatures. The
cross-like structure of the phase-matching curves leads to a separation of the peakwavelengths for signal and
idler, if the pumpwavelength not exactlymatches the condition to obtain degenerate PDC In the presence of a
deviation pdl from that degeneracy point, the difference between signal and idler wavelength is
about 15s i pl l dl- »∣ ∣ · .

For a type II degenerate PDC in a PPLN sectionwithwaveguiding achieved byTi-indiffusion, the signal and
idler photons of the photon pair have orthogonal polarisations, they have different group velocities in the
waveguides. The biphoton statewhich is created in the PDC section can be described according to lowest-order
perturbation theory by the following state vector [42]

F a ad d , 0 , 4s i s i H s V iPDC 1 1òy w w w w w wñ = ñ∣ ( ) ( ) ( ) ∣ ( )† †

where a H s1 w( )† and a V i1 w( )† are the photon creation operators for the signal (idler) frequencymodeswhich are
horizontally and vertically polarised, respectively, and the index 1 corresponds to a particular spatialmode, later
referred to as channel, in thewaveguide system. The two-photon amplitude (TPA) F represents the probability
amplitude of the creation of photonswith frequencies sw and iw . For the PDC section pumped by a laser with a

Figure 3.Photon pair generation by parametric down-conversion (PDC) in a periodically-poled LiNbO3waveguide.
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whereC is the normalisation constant, k k k kp s i s s i i
2w w w wD = + - - + p
L

( ) ( ) ( ) is thewave vectormismatch
inside the periodically-poled section, 9 mmL » is the poling period, LPDC is the length of the PDC section and

1 tW = . The signal and idler wave vectors ks i
n

c,
s i s i s i, , ,= w w( )

depend on the effective indices ns i s i, ,w( ) of the
waveguidemodes which can be calculated as n n ns i s i s i, ,

LiNbO
,

3 d= + . Thefirst term is the bulk refractive index of
LiNbO3which can be obtained by using the dispersive Sellmeier formulas [43]. To determine ns i,d the
propagation constants of the respective waveguidemodesmust be calculated. They can be obtained using a
numerical solver (e.g. afinite element based solver) applied to the refractive index profile of the Ti-indiffused
waveguide [44]. Inmost cases, however,much simpler almost analyticalmethods (e.g. Gauss–Hermite–Gauss
approximation [41] or effective-index-methods [44]), provide sufficiently good results for a quantitative
evaluation.

The TPA ismainly characterised by two parameters: the duration of the pump pulse and the length of the
PDC section. Note that whereas the brightness of the PDC source increases with the length of the PDC section,
the increased length simultaneously gives rise to a time delay between the orthogonally polarised photons. This
is caused by the fact that the PDCprocess predominantly takes place in the centre of the PDC section. This effect
is included in our description by the last term in equation (5). Therefore, already at the end of the PDC section
the two photons have accumulated a time delay determined by approximately their propagationwith different
velocities through half of the PDC section length. For embedding such PDC source in structures with different
components the design of appropriate geometries has to take care of appropriate delay lines within the
monolithic structures. This constraint can cause important restrictions for the feasibility of network designs.

The efficiency of the generation process depends on the nonlinear optical coefficient, the overlap of the
pumpfieldmodewith the signal and idlermode and on the interaction length. The overlap can be optimised by a
proper design of thewaveguide geometry and, hence, thewaveguide fabrication. Detailed studies on optimised
profiles have been performed for various classical nonlinear threewavemixing processes like second harmonic,
sum- or difference frequency generation [45].

Several papers reported the application of such a type II phase-matched PDCprocess in Ti-indiffused PPLN
waveguides for photon pair generation in the telecomband [14, 16, 17]. In a 30 mm longwaveguide efficient pair
generationwithin a spectral bandwidth<1nmand a brightness of 6 105´ pairs s−1 mW−1 GHz−1 has been
demonstrated [17]. Such efficiencies are about two orders ofmagnitude larger compared to sources exploiting
PDC in bulk crystals.

Figure 4.Type II phasematching for PDC. Left: signal/idler wavelength for degenerate PDC in aTi-indiffused waveguide in PPLN for
various poling periods as function of the sample temperature. Solid lines: Calculated curves based on Sellmeier equations for LiNbO3

[39, 40] and awaveguide dispersion derived using aGauss–Hermite–Gauss approximation [41]. Symbols: experimental data
determined via second harmonic generation (SHG). Right: calculated signal and idler wavelengths for phase-matched PDCas
function of the pumpwavelength assuming afixed poling period of 9.0 mmL = . Calculated curves for T 20 C= (red) and
T 30 C= (blue) are shown. The dashed curvemarks degeneracy.
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2.3. Active electroopticmanipulation
Anoutstanding feature of LiNbO3 is its capability of electroopticmodulationwhich enables on-chip
manipulation of optical waves via externally applied control voltages. These electrooptic properties have been
widely used to develop various versions of e.g. integrated intensitymodulators or phase-shifters [32, 47].
Obviously, the exploitation of electroopticmanipulation of optical waves offers also a huge potential for the
design and realisation of advanced integrated quantum circuits. However, their inclusion intomore complex
circuit structures have not yet been addressed in the theoreticalmodelling of practical quantumnetworks.
Examples of such electro-optic devices for the activemanipulation of the quantum state are given schematically
infigure 5.

2.3.1. Phasemodulators
The simplest electro-optic device is a phase-modulator which comprises an optical waveguide within an electric
field. Thisfield is generated via a voltage applied to electrodes. For a phase-modulator in z-cut LiNbO3 one
electrode is placed on top of thewaveguide (but is separated from thewaveguide with a dielectric buffer layer)
and a second electrode besides thewaveguide. A voltage applied to the electrodes generates an electrical field
which is predominantly oriented along the crystalline z-direction in thewaveguide region. The phase of a TM-
polarisedwave ismodulated by the electric field via the strong electro-optic coefficient r33 whereas TE-polarised
waves aremodulated via r31. As the latter coefficient is about a factor of three smaller, the overall device
performance yields a differential phase-modulation.

Due to the fact that the phasemodulator changes the phase of the vertically and horizontally polarisedmodes
differently, thematrix describing a phasemodulator placed in one spatial channel is:

PM

exp i 0 0 0
0 exp i 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

, 6

H

V=

F
F

⎛

⎝

⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟⎟⎟

[ ]
[ ] ( )

where HF and VF are the additional phase of the horizontally and vertically polarisedmodes, respectively.

2.3.2. Electro-optically adjustable beam splitters
Variable beam-splitters are key components for various quantum applications which require any kind of
dynamic spatial routing or switching or solely afine-tuning of the splitting ratios. For such demands, electro-
optical beam splitters are best suited as they can provide a flexible operation even at high bandwidths, which in
principle can go up to several GHz.

The basis of such electro-optic splitters are again directional couplers which need to be equippedwith proper
electrodes for the electro-optic driving. Themost flexible configuration is based on a so called bD -reversal
scheme as is sketched infigure 6 [48]. Usually, a structure with a relatively large gap between thewaveguides in
the coupling region is chosen. Thus, theweak coupling leads to a longer coupling length, which is required to
provide a sufficient interaction length for the electro-opticmodulation. The electrode configuration is sketched
infigure 6. Electrodes are above the two optical waveguides but separated via a dielectric buffer layer. Above one
waveguide the electrode is split in two parts, which allows to apply two different voltages U 1 and U 2. Such an
electrode scheme allows to compensate even if some inhomogeneities—like for instance a slightmismatch of the

Figure 5.Basic structures of the activemanipulation in integratedwaveguides.
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width of the twowaveguides in the coupling section—are present. By a proper choice of the two voltages a
perfect switching between the bar- and the cross-state output ports is possible.

Infigure 7 an experimentally determined switching characteristics of such a directional coupler is shown.
The coupler has a central coupling length of 8 mmand is characterised by launching TM-polarised light at

1550l » nm into one input port of the device. In the diagram the normalised transmission at the bar-state
output is shown as function of the two voltages. It can clearly be seen that all possible splitting ratios can be
achieved by a proper choice of the voltages.

For themodelling of the quantum circuits such electro-optically adjustable beam splitter are described by
the usual beam splittermatrix equation (2). Of course, in this case the two angles θ and ξ depend on the applied
voltages U 1 and U 2.

2.3.3. Electro-optic polarisation converter (PC)
For numerous quantum circuits PCs, i.e. components which change the state of polarisation fromTE toTMand
vice versa, are required. Several electro-optically adjustable PCs in LiNbO3 have been demonstrated (see e.g.
[49–51]). Butmost of these devices were either realised usingX-cut,Y-propagating LiNbO3 [49, 50] orZ-
propagating LiNbO3[51]. However, these two orientations are not compatible with amonolithic integration of
nonlinear optical devices (like the PDC-sources), which require aZ-cut geometry for the periodic poling. Such a
periodic poling inZ-cut LiNbO3 can also be exploited to realise PCs [52, 53]. Its basic structure is sketched in
figure 5. It consists of a Ti-indiffusedwaveguidewithin a periodically-poled sectionwith a poling period PCL .
Adjacent to both sides of thewaveguides are electrodes deposited on the sample, i.e. an voltage U applied to the
electrodes leads to an electricalfieldmostly pointing along the crystallineY-direction in thewaveguide region,
which gives rise to TE-TMcoupling via the r51 element of the electrooptic tensor. Please note, this conversion
process requires phase-matching as well. The corresponding phase-matching condition is given by:

Figure 6. Schematics of an electro-optical switch comprising of a directional coupler with bD -reversal electrodes. Left: top view,
right: cross-sectional view in the coupling region.

Figure 7.Measured (normalised) bar state output power as function of the applied voltages U 1 and U 2 of an electro-optically adjustable
beam-splitter consisting of a directional coupler with an 8 mm long coupling region.
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7PC TE TM
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with nTE TM/ being the effective indices of the TE- andTM-mode, respectively. Similar to nonlinear optical
interactions, this phase-matching requirement leads to a spectral dependence. A perfect conversion is achieved
for k 0PCD » .

The efficiency of the conversion process is determined by the overlap between the opticalfields and the
electric field component along the crystallineY-axis. As thefield strength scales linear with the applied voltage,
the coupling coefficientκ is proportional to U . The TE-TMconversion process can easily be described using
standard coupledmode theory. Assuming that A 0TE ( ) and A 0TM( ) are the amplitudes of thewaveguidemodes in
TE andTMpolarisation in front of the converter, these amplitudes evolve in the converter section according to
see e.g. [54]:
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Such PCs have been fabricated and experimentally characterised. In the left diagramof figure 8measured
spectral characteristics are shown. The curves have been obtained using a 7.6 mm long structure with a poling
period of 21.4 mmL = . Spectra for different applied voltages are presented. Complete conversion is obtained
with a driving voltage ofU 25.5= V. The shape of the spectra shows the predicted sinc2-behaviour with

3.2lD » nmFWHM. Please note, that the spectral width is determined by the interaction length L. From
equation (8) it can easily be derived that the FWHM is proportional to L1 . Thus, the spectral bandwidth as
well as thematching of the central frequencies of all the elements on a circuit is a crucial design parameter,
which has to be under full control in the fabrication processes and the experimental quantumoptical setup.
This becomes particularly obvious when considering the temperature dependence of the phase-matching as
shown in the right diagram of figure 8. The central phase-matchingwavelength changes with temperature
with a slope of 0.73»- nm °C−1. This strong temperature dependencemight on one hand be used tofine
tune the phase-matching to the desired operation point, but, on the other hand,means that homogeneity and
temperature stability are of key importance, in particular, if several of such components are operated
simultaneously at different positions on the integrated circuit.

Figure 8.Phase-matching and spectral characteristics of the electrooptic polarisation converter. Left: measured spectral responses of a
7.6 mm long polarisation converter with 21.4 mPCl m= at various drive voltages. Right:measured phase-matchingwavelength as
function of the sample temperature for twodifferent poling periods.
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From the results shown infigure 8, it is also remarkable that even forU 0 V= some conversion can be
observed.Obviously, this is due to some residual stress in the sample (whichmost probably arises during the
periodic poling). Such stress can build up internal electricfields giving rise to the observed conversion. At an
applied voltage ofU 5.5 V» the conversion almost completely vanishes indicating that the internalfields are
compensated by thefield produced due to the applied voltage.

At perfect phase-matching, the conversion efficiency can be tuned between 0 and 1 by adjusting the voltage.
A correspondingmeasurement result is shown infigure 9, wherewe varied the voltage andmeasured the
unconverted power. As predicted from equation (8), we can clearly observed the sin2-behaviour.

For themodelling of the PCwe describe the action of the PC in the basis
a a a a, , ,H s i V s i H s i V s i1 , 1 , 2 , 2 ,w w w w{ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )}† † † † by a transformationmatrix which depends on phasematching
condition [50]

a b
b aPC
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PCf k= + D( ) is the angle of polarisation conversion and

LPC is the length of the PC. For L2 PC
k = p and perfect phasematching k 0PCD = one obtains a complete

conversion, i.e. 2f p= . In this case the polarisation is switched fromhorizontal to vertical and vice versa. The
PCmatrix is the same for the signal and the idler photons. It is important to note that since the PCdepends on
the phasematching condition, the correspondingmatrix is intrinsically frequency dependent and resulting from
this frequency dependence, conversion happens only in a narrowwavelength rangewhere k 0PCD » . This
means that the spectral shape of PDCphotonsmust belong to this conversion region, otherwise imperfect
conversion efficiencywill occur. Awindow of conversion for a poling period of 21.4 mPC mL » is defined by the
absolute value squared of thematrix element b sin 2f-∣ ∣ and shown infigure 10.With increasing PC section
length thewindowof conversion gets narrowerwhichmay result a degraded conversion efficiency.

3. Advanced circuit example

In previous sectionwe reviewed and characterised a functional toolbox based on the LiNbO3 platform. These
functional components can nowbe used to construct complex integrated circuits for different specific quantum
applications. To demonstrate the practicality of combinations and the interplay of all components on a single
chip, we present in this section a specific example, which can be considered as a benchmark system.We show,
how it is possible to design a circuit with a desired functionality and how themodelling tools can be applied to
predict the device performance. In our example, we choose a circuit which includes a PDC-based photon-pair
source and an asymmetricMach–Zehnder like interferometer structure giving rise toHOMquantum
interference.

Figure 9.Unconverted power versus applied voltage at phasematchedwavelength.
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Infigure 11 the structure of themonolithic quantumoptical waveguide chip is sketched schematically. The
current Ti-indifusion technique in LiNbO3allows creating devices of 9–10 cm length and to put together up to
20 different elements. The number of cascade elements depends on length of each element and the actual design
and functionality on-chip. For example, the typical BSwith larger gap has about 1 cm length, the PBSwith zero
gap have lengths around 0.2–0.5 cm. The structure represented infigure 11 shows howdifferent elements can be
combined together. In a real fabricated chip the elements can be rearranged and the structure can bemodified.
Alongwith the above described optical elements this chip includes the free propagation sectionswhich are
described by free propagationmatrices. Each free propagationmatrix has the form

l

l

l

l

FP
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0 exp i 0 0
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0 0 0 exp i
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where v c nH H sw= ( ) and v c nV V sw= ( ), nH, nV are the refractive indices for horizontally- and vertically-
polarised light, c is the speed of light in vacuum and l1 and l2 are the lengths of the free propagation in the upper
channel 1 and the lower channel 2, respectively. The same free propagationmatrix applies also to the idler
photonswhen sw is changed into iw .

First, spectrally degenerate photon pairs at telecomwavelengths are generated via type II phase-matched
PDCThe orthogonally-polarised photons of the generated pairs are spatially separated by a PBS. By a PC the
polarisation of one photon is rotated by 90°. Due to the different group velocities there is a time delay between
the photons in the various components of the chip, which can be compensated by different optical path lengths
of the upper and lower branch in the subsequent part of theMach–Zehnder interferometer. Then, both photons
of the pair are routed to the input port of a directional coupler acting as a BS. In this BS the two photons, which
are now indistinguishable with respect to frequency, polarisation and time, interfere, which results in bunching
according to theHOMeffect.

Figure 10.Calculatedwindowof conversion for different PC lengths: 3810μm (blue), 7620μm (black) and 15240μm (red).

Figure 11. Schematical illustration of a possible implementation of the complete circuit. Proposed integrated quantumoptical chip
withmonolithically integrated PDC-source, polarisation splitter (PBS), electrooptic polarisation controller (e/o-PC) and
interferometer beam splitter (BS).
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3.1. Theoretical description
The total transformationmatrix for the setup sketched infigure 11 has the form

U BS FP PC FP PBS FP , 12total 3 2 1= * * * * * ( )

where FP1 corresponds to the free propagation between the end of the PDC section to the centre of the PBS
(lengths l l y1 2= = ), FP2 from the centre of the PBS to the centre of the PC (length l l1 = for the upper channel
and l L l l2 = = + D for the lower one), and FP3 from the centre of the PC to the centre of the BS (lengths
l l z1 2= = ). The free propagation from the BS to the detectors could also be included by considering an
additional FP-matrix, however, sincewe consider in the following the detection of two photonswith identical
polarisation this would just lead to an unimportant overall phase factor if the propagation lengths to each of the
two detectors are identical. Due to the polarisation-dependent group velocities of the photons the compensation
of the time delay can be performed by bringing an additional length to the second channel L l l= + D .

Thematrix U total describes the transformation between the input and the output states. In the basis
a a a a, , ,H V H V1 1 2 2{ }† † † † the input state, see equation (4), can be represented by
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are required to properly describe the photon pair generated in the type II PDCprocess.
The output state is defined by action of the total transformationmatrix on the signal and idler subsystems.

However, themeasuring procedure is performed on the output operators. Thuswe have to use the reverse
transformation and express the initial operators in equation (13) through thefinal ones, i.e.,
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where f † and f are the output creation and annihilation operators which describe the photons after the action of
thefinal BS, i.e., directly before reaching the detectors. Substituting equation (15) in (13)we canwrite the output
state as
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The total transformationmatrix for the signal frequency can be represented in the form
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¢ is thematrix element corresponding to the transition n nl l¢ ¢. A similarmatrix can bewritten for

the idler frequencywith coefficients denoted by B
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¢. Altogether, the output state is given by
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where n n, 1, 2¢ = { }are the channel numbers and H V, ,m m¢ = { }are the polarisation indices. A n
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of the free propagations.
Measuring the coincidence probability at the detectors corresponds to calculating the expectation value of

simultaneous positive-operator valuedmeasures (POVM)

P M M , 19b c b c,
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where the POVMoperators are given by
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Here d b1, wl ( )† and d c2, wl¢( )† are the creation operators of two detectors labelled as b and c andλ and l¢ are the
polarisationswhich aremeasured by the detectors b and c, respectively.We assume that detector b corresponds
to the upper channel 1 and detector c to the lower channel 2. After a transformation the coincidence probability
can bewritten in the simpler form
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Substituting the output state, equation (18), in (22) and taking into account the commutation relation for the
operators d f,n b n s n n b s, , , ,w w d d d w w= -l m l m¢ ¢[ ( ) ( )] ( )† we obtain the following expression for the expectation
value of simultaneous POVM
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For the case of polarisation insensitive detectors, whichwe do not consider below, the expectation value of
the POVMcorresponds to the sumof equation (22) over the all polarisation combinations, i.e.,
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Belowwe evaluate the dependence of the coincidence probability on the length difference of the upper and
lower channels. To vary this length difference experimentally one could use an external delay line, whichwould,
however,mean that one leaves the fully-integrated design. Alternatively, onemay implement a kind of discrete
delay line also in the integrated design by adding several switchable spatially-separated PCs in one channel and
taking advantage of the different group velocities of horizontally- and vertically-polarised photons.

3.2.Dependence of theHOM interference parameters and imperfections
For the case of an ideal integrated device as sketched infigure 11, the generated two photons become fully
indistinguishable when they reach the BS.Modifying the time delay between the photons, by, e.g. changing the
length of the lower channel, changes the coincidence probability of the photonsmeasured in the detectors. If this
time delay equals zero, the two photons are fully indistinguishable and the coincidence probability drops down
close to zero, seefigure 12. By increasing the time delay the photons become partially distinguishable and the
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coincidence probability increases and reaches 0.5 in the limit of a large time delaywhen the photons are totally
distinguishable.

A typical profile of theHOMdip is depicted infigure 12. This figure presents the expectation value of the
POVMwith ,l l¢ both equal toV corresponding to two vertically-polarised photons and fully ideal optical
elements. TheHOMprofile depends on the structure of the TPA function. Figure 12(a) visualises the
dependence of theHOMdip on the duration of the pump pulse. In general, the TPA given by equation (5) is not
fully symmetrical with respect to the exchange of the signal and idler variables due of the different refractive
indices for the horizontally- and vertically-polarised light. If, however, the pulse duration is sufficiently long the
TPAbecomes very narrow in the s iw w= direction and in this case the TPAbecomes very close to a symmetrical
function. Thismeans that theminimumof theHOMdipwill be very close to zero. For shorter pulse duration the
non-symmetrical character of the TPAbecomesmore evidentwhich leads to an increased value of theminimum
of the coincidence probability.

With increasing length of the PDC section, see figure 12(b), the TPAbecomes narrower in the frequency
domain and consequently theHOMdip becomes broader in the time domain. Simultaneously the position of
theHOMdip is shifted in length due to the increasing time delay between the photons accumulated already in
the PDC section. This dependence on the length of the PDC section arises since the photon pairs are
predominantly generated in the centre of the PDC section asmodelled by the imaginary exponent in
equation (5).

In a real device the considered optical elements will typically not work perfectly but their operation
characteristicsmight deviate from the ideal case due to the limited accuracy of the fabrication process. In
addition, also a certain degree of losses arising, e.g., frombending thewaveguides or from the contacts that are
required to apply the voltage, will be present. Such type of imperfections are statical imperfections because they
do notmodifiedwith changing external conditions. But simultaneously there are present dynamical
imperfections, for example, dependence theHOM interference visibility on temperature, that requires
sufficiently higher level of accuracy in the experiment. In ourwork, thewaveguide losses are less than
0.1 dB cm−1 and can be neglected in comparisonwith the coupling losses among different bulk sections. It is
very important to know the limit of imperfections of the different optical elements until which quantum effects
in the coincidence probability are still observable which corresponds to aminimumof theHOMdip smaller
than the classical limit of 0.25.

With respect to imperfections and losses themost sensitive considered optical element is the PC. The PChas
awindowof conversionwhich corresponds to a principal limitation of the conversion efficiency for afixedTPA
profile. As usual the length of the PC is chosen such that thewindowof conversion is significantly broader than
the spectral width of the TPAproviding a good conversion, see black curve infigure 13.However, with
increasing the length of the PC thewindowof conversion gets narrowerwhich leads to non-perfect conversion
of side frequencies and broadening of theHOMdip; simultaneously, themaximal value of coincidence
probability decreases, see red curve infigure 13.

Themodifications of theHOMcurves due to imperfections are different for each of the optical elements.
The profiles of theHOMdipwith 25% imperfections are presented for the case of the BS infigure 14(a), the PBS
infigure 14(b) and the PC infigure 14(c), respectively. Infigures 14(a)–(c) the red curves correspond to the ideal

Figure 12.TheHOMdip asmeasured by the coincidence probability for detecting two vertically-polarised photons in the detectors
for a perfect chip as sketched infigure 11. (a)Considering two pumppulse durations: 1t = ns (red curve) and 1t = ps (black curve)
for the same length of the PDC section L 2.07 cmPDC = , (b)Considering two PDC section lengths: L 1.07 cmPDC = (blue curve) and
L 2.07 cmPDC = (red curve) for the same pulse duration ( 1t = ns).
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case when all optical elements work perfectly and in each figure we include imperfections of only a single optical
element and assume that the other oneswork perfectly. 25% of imperfections is defined in relation to the entire
range of the respective angle which describes the element’s operation. For example, the range of the BS is

0, 4q p= [ ], where 4q p= corresponds to the perfect case of a 50/50 beam splitter and 0q = to the totally
imperfect case when light is just transmitted by the BSwithout any reflection. Therefore, 25%of imperfections

Figure 13.The frequency dependence of theHOMdip is connectedwith the length of the PC. TheHOMdip for L 2540 mPC m=
(black curve) and L 25400 mPC m= (red curve).With increasing length of the PC thewindow of conversion gets narrow. That leads to
worse conversion of side frequencies in the TPA,theHOMdip becomes broader, themaximumvalue decreases.

Figure 14.The influence of imperfections of different elements on the coincidence probability. In (a)–(c) the red curves corresponds
to the ideal case, whereas in the other curves 25%of imperfections in (a) the BS, (b) the PBS (here the green curve corresponds to the
25%of imperfections for only one polarisationwhereas the blue curve is calculated for 25%of imperfections for both polarisations),
(c) the PC. (d)The visibility as function of the BS imperfections (black curve) and themaximumvalues of the coincidence probability
as function of the PBS (red curve) and the PC (cayan curve) imperfections.
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means that 3 16q p= . Analogously, for the PBS andPC the range of definitions are 0, 2f p= [ ] and
, 0, 2a b p= [ ] and therefore 25% imperfections corresponds to 3 8f a b p= = = (in the case of PC this

value of imperfections corresponds to the perfect phasematching condition k 0PCD = ).
Figure 14(a) shows thatwith imperfections of the BS the coincidence probability goes up and thus theHOM

dip is weakened. In the totally imperfect case, i.e., when the BS has 100% transmission and 0% reflection, the
coincidence probability goes to 1. Figures 14(b) and (c) present the effects of imperfections in the PBS and in the
PC. In both cases imperfections reduce the coincidence probability and in the limit of a totally imperfect PBS or
PC it will go to zero. This is due to the fact that with increasing imperfections the PBS starts to separate photons
with different polarisation not perfectly which leads to amixture of photonswith different polarisation in both
channels that destroys the two-photon quantum interference. Increasing imperfections of the PC correspond to
a non-perfect conversion of the polarisation in upper channel which leads to a reduced indistinguishability and
thus aweakening of the two-photon quantum interference. Figure 14(d) displays the change of the visibility as a
function of the imperfection of the BS and the change of themaximumvalue in the coincidence probability as
function of the imperfections of the PBS and the PC. In agreement with the above arguments, the visibility of the
HOMdip
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decreases to zero for a totally imperfect BS, whereas themaximumcoincidence probabilities decrease from the
ideal value of 0.5 towards zerowith increasing imperfections of the PBS and the PC. Fromfigure 14 it follows
that the quantum interference is observed even for 25%of imperfections in optical elements. The recently
achieved fabrication technique allows holding losses in a few percent range (2%–3%) thatmakes expect a full
experimental realisation of an on-chip interferometer in the nearest future.

Except for static imperfections, a crucial role inHOMvisibility is played by dynamical imperfections, for
example, the temperature. The temperature dependence of theHOMdip is presented infigure 15(a). The red
curve corresponds to the ideal situation, when the perfect phasematching occurs for the degenerate wavelengths
(for the considered poling period it is observed for the temperatureT=24.5).With increasing temperature the
refractive indices of the pump, signal and idler photons increase which leads to the changed phasematching for a
fixed poling period and pumpwavelength. In turn, the non-zero phasematching condition in the PDC section
corresponds to the realisation of non-degenerate generation of the signal (horizontally-polarised) and idler
(vertically-polarised) photons, see green and red curves infigure 15(b). Simultaneously the non-zero
phasematching leads to a shifting of conversionwindowof the PC. As a result, with increasing the temperature
the conversion of the horizontally-polarised photon becomesworse, see figure 15(b), green curve, which leads to
reduction of the visibility of theHOMdip. For a temperature far away from the ideal situation the conversion of
the horizontally-polarised photon does not occur anymore and theHOMdip is vanishes. That is why theHOM
interference is strongly temperature dependent and temperature stabilisation is an important point for the
experimental realisation the on-chipHOM interference and the overall design of circuit withmultiple
elements.

Figure 15. (a)The temperature dependence of theHOMdip. (b)Thewindowof conversion of the PC (blue curve), the normalised
intensity profiles of vertically- (red curve) and horizontally-polarised (green curve) photons for afixed temperatureT=26, length of
PC 7620 mm .
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4. Conclusions

Wehave discussed advanced integrated circuits realised in LiNbO3 for quantumoptical applications.With a few
basic components one can realise a versatile toolboxwhich can be used to design a variety of quantum circuits
with different functionalities. As an example, we propose a scheme of an integrated quantum interferometer
based on the LiNbO3 platform. The theoretical description of such an interferometer is based on unitary
transformations for each component. The influence of the TPAprofile and of imperfections of each of the
individual components on thefinal two-photon interference has been studied. Quantum interference effects are
predicted for a realistic experimental parameters. By this workwe provide guidelines andmodelling tools which
should be helpful to pave theway towards the implementation of advanced integrated quantum circuits
harnessing the potential of LiNbO3.
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